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Ls1 2 bar map sensor

04-09-2012 #1 Hello everyone, Im trying to understand the SETTINGS of the MAP sensor for an SD 2BAR song. I installed a GM 12615136 in my LS1, upgraded to HPT 2BAR OS I tried to get the MAP format in and having no real luck. What I'm trying to understand is have people gotten to those
numbers. My understanding is when you have the car on the MAP you should read from 100-102KPA Right now mine is reading 99KPA, I know thatâ€ ™ is close enough, it will be pretty close is the first question. The next question is when I upgrade to 2 BAR automatically changed my values to 200KPA
and offset of 8 I understand Offset 8 because it is kpa reading for this sensor a 0Volts. But what I donâ€™t understand is why does the sensor just goto 200KPA to 5Volts when according to its technical specifications of about 208-210 KPA to 5Volts Can someone explain to me why we are
recommending? 200 And offset of 8. Or is this just a good starting value and should be changing these values until we read 101 KPA with the car off. My current values are: 208 And offset by 8.33 Am I out at lunch or is this more accurate? Chris T. 2014 F350 6.7 Powerstroke. 2008 Ford F350 Super Duty
6.4L TT Diesel. 72MM turbo, 10 lift 38 NITTO MT's 5 Straight Pipe Exhaust 2007 Escalade 6.2L 2010 Lexus RX350 3.5L 2000 Camaro SS LS1 M6 - STS Turbo, FMIC, 60lb Deka's, Racetronix Fuel Pump. 1998 Dodge Cummins 12v 5spd 1998 Topkick Cat 3126E 7.2L 1983 Toyota Hilux Pickup SR5 2006
DRZ400 2008 Turbo Nytro 2010 Skidoo XP 800 1978 Corvette 04-09-2012 #2 Bill Winters Former owner/builder/tuner of FarmVette Out of lsx tuning game 04-09-2012 #3 I think when I used 200/8 was read 95 on THE HPT I checked my area was yesterday 102.5KPA. So in theory, i should be adding to
the offset value until it reaches my current area baro does it mean that the inactive low end vacuum values will be from whack? I know that the low, high ends of the sensors have the highest % error. I was looking on the forum yesterday and never found an answer that completely solved my problem. So
can you try 200/10 and so on until we reach the desired values? it just seems strange that its so far away. that's why we reviewed the technical specifications of the sensor. Chris T. 2014 F350 6.7 Powerstroke. 2008 Ford F350 Super Duty 6.4L TT Diesel. 72MM turbo, 10 lift 38 NITTO MT's 5 Straight Pipe
Exhaust 2007 Escalade 6.2L 2010 Lexus RX350 3.5L 2000 Camaro SS LS1 M6 - STS Turbo, FMIC, 60lb Deka's, Racetronix Fuel Pump. 1998 Dodge Cummins 12v 5spd 1998 Topkick Cat 3126E 7.2L 1983 Toyota Hilux Pickup SR5 2006 DRZ40 0 2008 Turbo Nytro 2010 Skidoo XP 800 1978 Corvette
04-09-2012 #4 seems strange that it would be off that far. The best way to get a would be to use a mitivac that does not vacuum and pressure and see what voltage values are taking data points in vacuum and pulse. Bill Winters Former from FarmVette Out of LSx tuning game 04-09-2012 #5 never seen
more than 94 kpa key on, the engine off in the Queen area. The map with 2 linear bars should be 200, and the gap should be 10.33. At sea level, I saw 102 kpa key on, engine off. Russ Kemp 04-09-2012 #6 Hey Russ, I'm surprised that would be the case when our baro is 102.5. Wouldn't you like the two
to fit? Anyway, in this case, did you set the momentum enrich to start at 95kpa? Chris T. 2014 F350 6.7 Powerstroke. 2008 Ford F350 Super Duty 6.4L TT Diesel. 72MM turbo, 10 lift 38 NITTO MT's 5 Straight Pipe Exhaust 2007 Escalade 6.2L 2010 Lexus RX350 3.5L 2000 Camaro SS LS1 M6 - STS
Turbo, FMIC, 60lb Deka's, Racetronix Fuel Pump. 1998 Dodge Cummins 12v 5spd 1998 Topkick Cat 3126E 7.2L 1983 Toyota Hilux Pickup SR5 2006 DRZ400 2008 Turbo Nytro 2010 Skidoo XP 800 1978 Corvette 04-09-2012 #7 From what I've seen, baro sometimes can only be MAP readout on the key
on, the engine off. Find someone with a Motorola Xoom tablet - it has an onbaord baro sensor. very precise. 2006 Trailblazer SS - Stalled, Cammed, Tuned, Turbo'd, Built, and Stroked. Runs on money, blood, sweat, and tears...... and 93 octane. 2007 Cadillac STS-V - Stock. 04-09-2012 #8 originally
posted by y2konyxss Hey Russ, I'm surprised that would be the case when our baro is 102.5. Wouldn't you like the two to fit? Anyway, in this case, did you set the momentum enrich to start at 95kpa? Weather stations report barometric pressure at sea level. This is the air pressure if at sea level. It is only
useful for predicting weather change. I think there have been some discussions about the delay of the momentum enrich table, and just set the PE table after you want. Russ Kemp 04-10-2012 #9 Thanks that it is a useful format I was not aware of. We are around 94kpa because we are about 2000 ft
above sea level here. ://www.engineeringtoolbox...ure-d_462.html Chris T. 2014 F350 6.7 Powerstroke. 2008 Ford F350 Super Duty 6.4L TT Diesel. 72MM turbo, 10 lift 38 NITTO MT's 5 Straight Pipe Exhaust 2007 Escalade 6.2L 2010 Lexus RX350 3.5L 2000 Camaro SS LS1 M6 - STS Turbo, FMIC,
60lb Deka's, Racetronix Fuel Pump. 1998 Dodge Cummins 12v 5spd 1998 Topkick Cat 3126E 7.2L 1983 Toyota Hilux Pickup SR5 2006 DRZ400 2008 Turbo Nytro 2010 Skidoo XP 800 1978 Corvette 3 digit numbers for identification:1 Bar: 039, 460, 883, 876, 1532 Bar: 886, 012, 539, 609, 7013 Bar: 749,
861A logical mode uses the absolute pressure sensor (MAP) to determine the absolute pressure (not relative to atmospheric pressure) of the air inside the intake collector and the atmosphere (barometric pressure). This information is used to determine the density of the air entering the (together with the
IAT sensor (inlet air temperature), which is used to calculate the appropriate air/fuel mixture for the engine, engine, WOT because the system is not in the closed loop at this time. It is also used to help adjust the IAC (Idle Air Control) engine during idling. It uses a silicon wafer that is thinner in the center
(0.001) than around the edges (0.045), which makes it act as a diafram. It is mounted with a perfect vacuum under the chip, so the air pressure from the other side flexes the chip. This bending causes a change in strength, and the circuits inside the sensor convert it to a voltage between 0.02V and 4.94V
when the output is pulled upwards to 5V by ECM(Electronic Control Module).1 MAP bar sensors are used on NA (naturally searched) vehicles.2 MAP bar sensors are used on forced induction vehicles (Turbo &amp; Supercharged). They can measure up to 2x apmospheric pressure (29.4psi), so that
means they can measure up to 14.7psi and momentum (the atmosphere is 14.7psi + 14.7psi from the turbo/supercompressor).3 Bar MAP sensors can measure up to 44.1psi, which translates to 29.7psi momentum from a Turbo/supercharger. They all have a common code, although keying connector
may be different:Pin A -- GroundPin B -- OutputPin Sensor C -- +5 voltsPlaces to order MAP SENZORSYou can order them directly from:www.SummitRacing.comPN# MSD-2313 3bar MAPPN# MSD-2312 2bar MAPPN#MSD-231 1 1bar MAPorwww.GMPartsDirect.comPN# 12223861 3bar MAPPN#
16040609 2bar MAPPN# 16137039 1bar MAPS below describes the pressure-voltage relationship of the stock sensor GM Turbo MAP (2 bar): Image unavailable forColor: · I have some plug and play 2.5 bar MAP sensors. These are direct replacements for an ls1/6, LS2, or LS7 style collector using the
16212460 part number map sensor. They blow away the Duramax sensor (better linearity) and have a greater range than the cobalt sensor. No wiring changes are required. Calibration data provided on purchase. $85 shipped, PayPal only. PayPal address is [email protected]. · I have mine today, plug
and play and OEM quality. I can't beat him. · So I'll be the one to ask... what are the benefits/reasons to use this? Does this take this when you go SD? · · I have to ask, given that it looks just like the LSJ cobalt sensor, and both are 2.5 bar sensors... does this have a wider range? · Is the cobalt sensor not
a MAP/IAT? · Starter discussion • #10 • June 28, 2012 I have to ask, given that it looks just like the LSJ cobalt sensor, and these are both 2.5 bar sensors... does this have a wider range? The sensor you're thinking of is 2.5 bar, but it's a MAP/IAT as ArthurJGuy indicated. They use a 4-pin plug that is
different from the LS 3-pin plug. There is another sensor from Cobalts that will even connect but it's only 2 bar and sometimes you have to cut extra ears off it. · Paypal sent. I really just want to keep the 100mm LS7 MADE, but I might play around with 2.5bar SD tone too. Too bad its only sd. · Starter
Discussion • #12 • 29 June 2012 2012 can run the car in hybrid mode. The only problem is the E40s are limited to 12200 Hz in the MFA and only 67.7 lb/ min of airflow. The airflow limit can be worked around by scaling, but the frequency is there to stay unless you have a large DAF housing and low
sensor penetration into the airflow. · Yes, I'm definitely scaled ~3.3 with 210lb injectors lol I still have to max rpm F1C to see if I'll peg 4 map style MADE I have, but my new pulleys will be delivered next week. If I peg it I'll just ditch and go 2.5bar SD. Thanks for getting this! · Just a heads-up for anyone
using this with a Maggie, because this is a modified sensor is shorter than the stock sensor. I had to bend the parenthesis holding the MAP sensor down, 5 seconds fixed, but keep an eye out for it. · Starter discussion • #15 • July 2, 2012 It should be the same external dimensions. They begin to live as
number sensors of parts 16212460. If the Maggie kit comes with its own sensor, then maybe the dimensions are different... or maggie hold-down may not be correct. To enter an LS1/2/6/7 inlet gallery, the plastic retainer fits perfectly. I'll post some comparison images between a modified one and an
untouched one if anyone wants to see it compare. · It should be the same external dimensions. They begin to live as number sensors of parts 16212460. If the Maggie kit comes with its own sensor, then maybe the dimensions are different... or maggie hold-down may not be correct. To enter an LS1/2/6/7
inlet gallery, the plastic retainer fits perfectly. I'll post some comparison images between a modified one and an untouched one if anyone wants to see it compare. I pulled out a cobalt 2 BAR sensor, either way not a big deal was a few seconds fix. · Starter discussion • #17 • July 5, 2012 Still haven't had
time to get comparison images. I swear I'll catch them! · I pulled my car for the first time with this and 102mm body acceleration this weekend. The calibration data DSteck gave me was right on the money, I haven't even touched the song yet. · How many of these do you have left? I might have to take one
from you. I would just have to give the calibration data to my tuner and that's correct? · Starter Discussion • #20 • July 9, 2012 How many of these have you left? I might have to take one from you. I would just have to give the calibration data to my tuner and that's correct? I've got plenty. Yes, you just
have to tell your tuner the linear map sensor and offset sensor map values that you include in the transport, and the tuner connects those in. off you go as nothing has ever changed (except now PCM will register in momentum). impulse).
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